Nanoparticle-wall collision in a laminar cylindrical liquid jet.
Although nanoparticle impacts on a solid surface always occur in natural or engineering processes and cause extensive investigations, less works have been reported on the nanoparticle-wall collisions in a liquid. In present paper, by considering the inertial effect and the Brownian motion of nanoparticles, a theoretical model was established for calculating the collision frequency between the nanoparticles and the solid surface in a laminar cylindrical liquid jet impacting normally on the solid surface. The analysis showed that the collision frequency grows as the square root of the impacting speed for low impacting speed regime in which the Brownian motion is predominant, whereas increases as the second power of the impacting speed for high impacting speed regime in which the inertial effect is predominant. Meanwhile, an observation system for nanoparticle-wall collisions in a laminar cylindrical liquid jet has been developed. The adsorption of the nanoparticles on the solid surface after collision has also been observed. Because of their lower attractive energy with the solid surface, these adsorbed nanoparticles are easier to be removed by the hydrodynamic force of the impacting liquid than that deposited on a dry surface.